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NASA STI Program . . . in Profile
Since its founding, NASA has been dedicated to the
advancement of aeronautics and space science. The
NASA Scientific and Technical Information (STI)
program plays a key part in helping NASA maintain
this important role.
The NASA STI Program operates under the auspices
of the Agency Chief Information Officer. It collects,
organizes, provides for archiving, and disseminates
NASA’s STI. The NASA STI program provides access
to the NASA Aeronautics and Space Database and its
public interface, the NASA Technical Reports Server,
thus providing one of the largest collections of
aeronautical and space science STI in the world.
Results are published in both non-NASA channels and
by NASA in the NASA STI Report Series, which
includes the following report types:
• TECHNICAL PUBLICATION. Reports of
completed research or a major significant phase
of research that present the results of NASA
programs and include extensive data or theoretical
analysis. Includes compilations of significant
scientific and technical data and information
deemed to be of continuing reference value.
NASA counterpart of peer-reviewed formal
professional papers but has less stringent
limitations on manuscript length and extent of
graphic presentations.
• TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM. Scientific
and technical findings that are preliminary or
of specialized interest, e.g., quick release
reports, working papers, and bibliographies that
contain minimal annotation. Does not contain
extensive analysis.
• CONTRACTOR REPORT. Scientific and
technical findings by NASA-sponsored
contractors and grantees.
• CONFERENCE PUBLICATION. Collected
papers from scientific and technical
conferences, symposia, seminars, or other
meetings sponsored or cosponsored by NASA.
• SPECIAL PUBLICATION. Scientific,
technical, or historical information from
NASA programs, projects, and missions, often
concerned with subjects having substantial
public interest.
• TECHNICAL TRANSLATION. English-
language translations of foreign scientific and
technical material pertinent to NASA’s mission.
Specialized services also include creating custom
thesauri, building customized databases, organizing
and publishing research results.
For more information about the NASA STI
program, see the following:
• Access the NASA STI program home page at
http://www.sti.nasa.gov
• E-mail your question via the Internet to
help@sti.nasa.gov
• Fax your question to the NASA STI Help Desk
at 301–621–0134
• Telephone the NASA STI Help Desk at
301–621–0390
• Write to:
           NASA Center for AeroSpace Information (CASI)
           7115 Standard Drive
           Hanover, MD 21076–1320
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The data and animations are included in an accompanying CD–ROM.1 
 
1
                                                          
1Kaszeta, R.W.; and Simon T.W.: Experimental Investigation of Transition to Turbulence 
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Note that the .qt files  then the .avi files. 
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Experimental Investigation of Transition to Turbulence as Affected by Passing
Wakes: Effects of High FSTI and Increased Rod Spacing
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Project manager, Dr. David Ashpis, Aeropropulsion Division, NASA Glenn Research Center, organization code RTT,
e-mail: David.E.Ashpis@nasa.gov, 216–433–8317.
Experimental results from a study of the effects of passing wakes upon laminar-to-turbulent transition in a low-pressure
turbine passage are presented. The test section geometry is designed to simulate the effects of unsteady wakes resulting
from rotor-stator interaction upon laminar-to-turbulent transition in turbine blade boundary layers and separated flow
regions over suction surfaces. Single-wire, thermal anemometry techniques are used to measure time-resolved and phase-
averaged, wall-normal profiles of velocity, turbulence intensity and intermittency at multiple streamwise locations over
the turbine airfoil suction surface. The Reynolds number based on suction surface length and stage exit velocity is 50,000.
This study compares a previously documented base case flow having an approach flow turbulence intensity of 2.5 percent
and a wake passing Strouhal number of 0.792 to two additional cases: one having an increased rod spacing case having a
wake passing Strouhal number of 0.396, and another having an elevated approach flow turbulence intensity of 10 percent.
From these data, the effects of increased rod spacing and elevated FSTI upon transition and separation processes in the
near-wall flow are documented. The results show that a decreased wake passing Strouhal number results in an earlier
separation with a larger separation bubble, while the elevated FSTI results in earlier separation, but with a shorter, thinner,
separation bubble. The data and animations are included in an accompanying CD–ROM.


